How Family Physicians Address Diagnosis and Management of Depression in Palliative Care Patients
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ABSTRACT

PURPOSE Depression is highly prevalent in palliative care patients. In clinical practice, there is concern about both insufficient and excessive diagnosis and treatment of depression. In the Netherlands, family physicians have a central role in delivering palliative care. We explored variation in family physicians’ opinions regarding the recognition, diagnosis, and management of depression in palliative care patients.

METHODS We conducted a focus group study in a sample of family physicians with varied practice locations and varying expertise in palliative care. Transcripts were analyzed independently by 2 researchers using constant comparative analysis in ATLAS.ti.

RESULTS In 4 focus group discussions with 22 family physicians, the physicians described the diagnostic and therapeutic process for depression in palliative care patients as a continuous and overlapping process. Differentiating between normal and abnormal sadness was viewed as challenging. The physicians did not strictly apply criteria of depressive disorder but rather relied on their clinical judgment and strongly considered patients’ context and background factors. They indicated that managing depression in palliative care patients is mainly supportive and nonspecific. Antidepressant drugs were seldom prescribed. The physicians described difficulties in diagnosing and treating depression in palliative care, and gave suggestions to improve management of depression in palliative care patients in primary care.

CONCLUSIONS Family physicians perceive the diagnosis and management of depression in palliative care patients as challenging. They rely on open communication and a long-standing physician-patient relationship in which the patient’s context is of great importance. This approach fits with the patient-centered care that is promoted in primary care.
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INTRODUCTION

Mood disturbances are common in palliative care patients. When confronted with a patient on a palliative trajectory who reports feeling sad, it can be challenging to differentiate depression from normal sadness. The prevalence of major depression and adjustment disorder in patients with advanced cancer is 6.7% and 16.3%, respectively.1 Depression in palliative care is associated with poor treatment adherence, increased difficulties in relieving physical symptoms, disability, poor prognosis, higher mortality, longer inpatient stays, and elevated health care costs.2,6 Consequently, recognition, diagnosis, and treatment of depression are important. Health care professionals face the dilemma that active screening for and treatment of mood symptoms are encouraged, but may lead to overtreatment and medicalization of normal sadness.2,9 In palliative care, this
dilemma may be accentuated because mood symptoms can be related to the stress of facing terminal illness. Palliative care is integral health care in which, in most countries, family physicians play an important role. Family physicians find it difficult to achieve balance between supporting and empowering patients with depressive symptoms, and actively treating patients with a depressive disorder. This difficulty could be even more prominent in palliative care, where physical symptoms and grief may hamper the interpretation of mood symptoms.

The aim of this study was to explore the variation in the opinions of family physicians regarding the recognition, diagnosis, and management of depression in palliative care patients, and to ascertain their suggestions for optimizing this process.

METHODS
Design and Setting
The study took place in Dutch primary care. In the Netherlands, everyone is obliged to have private health care insurance, with all insurance plans providing care through family practice. Most palliative care patients want to die at home, with their family physician as the main professional caregiver.

To study the perception of family physicians with regard to depression in palliative care patients, we used focus group discussions. A focus group study is considered an appropriate method to explore existing opinions about complex issues.

Participants
We used purposive sampling to obtain a sample of family physicians from different locations and with varying expertise in palliative care. The sample consisted of 4 groups: (1) an existing continuing medical education group of physicians, discussing topics on a monthly basis; (2) a group of physicians whose practices were affiliated with the Radboud University for graduate studies in medicine; (3) a group of physicians of affiliated practices who had extensive expertise in palliative care; and (4) a group of physicians who were not affiliated with a university and whose practices were located in the South of the Netherlands. Group 1 had 8 physicians. The members of groups 2 and 3 were recruited by sending invitations to 300 family physicians; 61 physicians responded, of whom 8 were willing and able to participate in these groups. We selected the physicians with expertise in palliative care on the basis of participation in education, work, or research in this field. Finally, of 24 physicians invited, 6 physicians were willing and able to participate in group 4. All physicians were paid a modest fee for their participation.

Questionnaire
Each focus group participant answered a questionnaire on demographics, work experience, type of practice, religion, attitudes toward the use of screening instruments to diagnose depression, and the average number of palliative care patients they supported in 1 year. Additionally, using a 10-cm visual analog scale, participants were asked to indicate their expertise in palliative care and in mental health, higher scores indicated greater expertise.

Focus Groups
An experienced, independent moderator (K.vS.) guided the focus group discussions with the topic list shown in Table 1. The topic list was developed from the literature and guidelines on depression in general and in palliative care. It focused on attitudes, problems, and needs in the management of depression in palliative care.

At the start of the focus group discussion, we gave a definition of a palliative care patient, describing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Topic List for Focus Groups on Depression in Palliative Care Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Identification of depression in palliative patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you recognize depression in a palliative patient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which specific complaints trigger you to think of depression?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What role do informal caregivers play in the assessment of depression?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How often do you recognize depression in a palliative patient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you recognize or diagnose depression more easily in your palliative care patients after gaining more knowledge and experience in palliative care due to education and training?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How would you describe the process of diagnosing depression in a palliative patient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you use guidelines or standards in diagnosing depression in a palliative patient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What difficulties do you experience in diagnosing depression in a palliative patient?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you had the experience where you missed a diagnosis of depression in a palliative patient or have recognized it (too) late?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management of depressive symptoms in palliative patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your general management for depression in palliative care patients?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is your specific management for depression in palliative care patients?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did your approach of depression in palliative care patients change after gaining more knowledge and experience in palliative care?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How do you perceive your role as a doctor in managing depression in palliative care patients?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How are partners, spouses, and other close relatives of a palliative care patient involved in managing depression in palliative care patients?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs and solutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is needed in primary care to improve the identification and management of depressive complaints in the palliative phase?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
someone having a progressive, incurable illness, with a life expectancy of less than 1 year but more than a few weeks. We used this definition to direct the discussion to the care of patients on a palliative trajectory but not yet in the terminal phase of their illness.

We did not predefine depression because we wanted to observe physicians’ implicit and explicit opinions on its definition. After briefly describing the group procedure, the moderator introduced each topic on the list, and each participant was invited to give his or her view. This step was followed by a group discussion in which the moderator actively motivated participants to explore and clarify their views more in depth. All focus group discussions were recorded and transcribed verbatim.

**Data Analysis**

We used constant comparative analysis to analyze the data. During this process, themes were continuously checked against the transcripts to ground the themes in the data using ATLAS.ti 4.2 (ATLAS.ti Scientific Software Development GmbH).

The analysis started immediately after the first focus group and continued after each subsequent group. Two researchers (F.W. and E.vH.) independently coded the transcripts and categorized meaningful fragments to create structure in relevant themes. After each group, the codes were compared and discussed until agreement was reached. Subsequently, the codes were discussed with a third experienced researcher (E.vR.), to enhance rigor. We added important new themes to the topic list for consecutive focus groups until saturation was reached.

**RESULTS**

**Participants and Procedure**

Our purposive sampling resulted in 4 focus groups having a total of 22 family physicians (13 men, 9 women; 4 to 8 participants per group). The physicians’ characteristics are given in Table 2. The focus group sessions lasted approximately 90 minutes and took place between February and April of 2010.

The results of the focus groups are split into 4 main categories: diagnosis of depression, management of depression, difficulties in this area, and needs and possible solutions. Below, we present different themes within each category.

**Diagnosis of Depression**

**Depression Terminology, and Normal vs Pathologic Sadness**

The family physicians reported that they regularly noticed a depressed mood, anxiety, sadness, and worry in palliative care patients, and generally felt competent to address these symptoms. They qualified emotional issues as understandable and appropriate in the process of accepting the end of life, and although they actively addressed these issues, they did not apply the medical concept of depression. They described difficulty in distinguishing normal from abnormal sadness, as the following comment illustrates:

I don’t see it [depression] very often and I notice I have the tendency to ignore the medical concept [of depression] a little bit…I don’t believe that at one point, a depressed mood starts and at another point, depressive disorder begins. There is of course a big transitional area, and it depends on the situation, the patient, and the doctor…I can’t remember that I have ever actively looked for depression in a palliative patient (family physician [FP] D, focus group [FG] 1).

**Interpreting Signs and Symptoms: Nature, Gravity, Consistency, and Expectations**

The family physicians identified specific signs and symptoms that they related to depression: severe and persistent depressive feelings without moments of enjoyment or relief, flat affect, untreatable physical symptoms, or more suffering than would be expected from the medical condition; behavior that resulted in isolation and emotional distance from relatives and caregivers, a lack of growth toward accepting the end of life; and negative feelings or behavior that were not
expected given the patient’s character and background. As one physician stated:

The moment I think a person with cancer in this phase is depressed, then it [the behavior] has to differ from the pattern you expect there to be...and because you are a FP, you know how a patient normally reacts and whether it fits with the way I expect him to deal with this situation (FP H, FG 2).

The physicians reported that they often perceived the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) definition of depression as incompatible with the context of palliative care. They believed that the consistency and seriousness of the main symptoms of depression (depressive feeling and anhedonia) were important for diagnosis; however, they viewed additional criteria of depression, such as fatigue, weight loss, and anorexia, as inappropriate.

The Diagnostic Process: Observation, Communication, Screening Tools, and “Gut Feeling”

When asked how to diagnose depression in palliative care, the family physicians underscored the importance of mapping cognitions, social system, and the context of the patient to establish potentially changing patterns in feelings and behavior as a sign of psychological distress. To explore the character, seriousness, and origin of depressive feelings, the physicians reported that they discussed these aspects in open conversation with patients and, when relevant, also with partners and relatives.

They used the question “Do you feel depressed?” and saw it as useful for assessing the possibility of depression. Most physicians indicated that they relied on their clinical judgment and “gut feeling” rather than on screening instruments.

Management of Depression

General Management: Context, Attention, Communication, Support, and Autonomy

Whether or not the family physicians labeled patients as depressed, they stressed the importance of paying attention to depressive and anxious feelings, patients’ cognitions, existential questions, and spiritual needs; and the perceptions and feelings of partners. They reported that they attended to the psychosocial context early in the palliative phase to anticipate problems. Intensive support, frequent visits, and open communication were important tools in their management of depression. The physicians had observed that patients and families who felt that they could rely on their physician's support experienced less anxiety, more peace of mind, and decreased stress. Furthermore, physicians reported that they encouraged patients to make their own decisions in the palliative care trajectory as a means to increase their autonomy.

Specific Management, Referral, and Pharmacologic Treatment

Several family physicians reported that they sometimes found it helpful to refer patients to a psychologist, social worker, or palliative care team for support.

Physicians reported that they seldom prescribed antidepressants or stimulants, but those with greater expertise in palliative care indicated that they were more comfortable with diagnosing depression and deciding on pharmacologic treatment. The choice of medication was based on the nature of the psychological symptoms, the patient’s age and life expectancy, comorbidities, and expected adverse effects.

The family physicians emphasized the importance of intensive support, especially in the beginning of the treatment, to increase treatment adherence. Pharmacologic treatment was always used in combination with psychotherapy or support.

Difficulties in Providing Palliative Care

Interfering With the Natural Process

The family physicians were reluctant to focus on depressive feelings out of fear of interfering with the process of patient adaptation, by negatively labeling it. Especially when it came to specific management, they expressed uncertainty. They often approached the possibility of depression indirectly with the patient, preserving a balance between focusing on patients’ personal experiences and proactively managing depression. In view of this reservation, some physicians hesitated when it came to decisions about managing depressive symptoms with medication or psychotherapy. As one physician articulated, “I will not easily treat with antidepressants or diagnose depression because I don’t want to interfere in the process of accepting the end of life” (FP V, FG 1).

Context and Uniqueness of the Patient

The family physicians emphasized the unique, dynamic situation of every patient that, in their opinion, made it difficult to follow general guidelines for diagnosis and management of depression, or even a specific guideline for depression in palliative care.

Time, Knowledge, and Focus of Attention

Time pressure was acknowledged as a structural barrier in palliative care in general and specifically in dealing with psychological issues. It limited conversations with patients and their partners.

Some physicians found it difficult to address the complete spectrum of palliative care, in particular, to discuss psychological or social aspects with patients and partners who were focused on the physical illness, as illustrated by the following comment:

The physicians reported that they often perceived the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) definition of depression as incompatible with the context of palliative care. They believed that the consistency and seriousness of the main symptoms of depression (depressive feeling and anhedonia) were important for diagnosis; however, they viewed additional criteria of depression, such as fatigue, weight loss, and anorexia, as inappropriate.
When you're very busy with all the somatic issues and symptoms and the management of the whole palliative care, the situation and everything around this, you don't have room to reflect calmly, like, "How was the patient doing, what was the interaction, and can there be a depressive undertone?" (FP D, FG 3).

**Needs and Possible Solutions**

The family physicians noted shortcomings in the care for depression in patients on a palliative trajectory and indicated they would have liked to have more education, especially on identifying depression in palliative care, or support from a guideline, or access to questionnaires or criteria to distinguish between normal and abnormal depressive feelings.

Physicians with expertise in palliative care stressed the importance of having a routine when it came to the technical and logistical management of this care, to create time for psychosocial care.

They pointed to the lack of collaboration with other disciplines, and lack of insight of those disciplines' possible contributions. They noted that promoting teamwork with family physicians, specialists in hospitals, therapists, palliative care or nursing teams, social workers, priests, or imams was valuable and might result in more attention to patients' psychological, emotional, social, and spiritual needs. Furthermore, they saw a larger role for mental health professionals who are trained to work with palliative care patients and their partners, as one physician commented, "I notice that there are few places where I can refer my [palliative care] patients to" (FP H, FG 2).

**DISCUSSION**

The family physicians in this study reported that they were frequently confronted with depressive symptoms in their palliative care patients and in general felt competent to address this issue.

In supporting these patients, the physicians heavily relied on cumulative knowledge in determining whether patients had normal sadness or depression that required an intervention. They acknowledged the difficulty of discerning depression from normal sadness and sometimes experienced a lack of knowledge, time, and additional support sources, such as specialized psychologists.

To enhance management of depression in palliative care patients, family physicians suggested (1) specific attention to the diagnostic process of depression in palliative care patients in their professional education, (2) a specific and practical guideline for depression in palliative care, (3) a psychometric tool to assess depression in palliative care patients and to follow up on treatment, (4) the availability of mental health professionals trained in palliative care, and (5) enhanced collaboration with other health care professionals.

The physicians reported that they valued their clinical judgment more than questionnaires. Other studies have similarly found that family physicians consider their practical wisdom and clinical judgment to be more important than objective assessments. In this context, depression instruments can aid in shared decision making and monitoring.

Most family physicians did not often explicitly diagnose a depressive disorder in palliative care patients. In fact, one physician expressed fear about interfering with the process of accepting the end of life by labeling sadness as pathologic. These findings contrast with those of an earlier study of depressed patients in primary care in which family physicians encouraged patients to view depression as separate from the self and normal sadness. This difference between studies illustrates the specific context of palliative care patients requiring a different approach. A disadvantage of a conservative approach to diagnosing depression might be that depressed palliative care patients do not receive optimal treatment, however, if the supportive and contextual care that family physicians offer is adequate for most patients, it might spare many patients unnecessary intensive and sometimes harmful treatment.

Several palliative care guidelines call for proactive screening for and treatment of depression in patients with terminal cancer who have a limited survival time. Models for active screening and treatment of mood symptoms are often based on the medical model, however, and that model does not consider family physicians' care to be the most adequate approach to addressing mood symptoms in palliative care. This situation might explain why some family physicians do not actively look for depression in palliative care patients, even though they are aware that depressive symptoms are quite common in this population. Family physicians seem to be more interested in clinical utility than in the validity of the diagnosis of depression. They use a contextual concept of depression, which may reflect the patient-centered and context-specific care that is promoted in family practice. This viewpoint was also reflected in the comments of participants who maintained that because of a long-term relationship with patients, they were able to determine whether the patient's behavior was consistent with the pattern they would expect in the expression of normal sadness or whether it was consistent with pathologic sadness.

From the perspective of patient-centered care, it might prove helpful if family physicians spoke openly with their patients and caregivers about how to relate to sadness in the process of facing terminal illness in
the patients’ unique situation. Family physicians could inform their palliative care patients that depression is sometimes difficult to assess in the context of a palliative trajectory and that it needs monitoring.

Patients and caregivers could be encouraged to express how they value their sadness and whether they feel their sadness is normal or abnormal. Furthermore, the physicians should discuss with the patient and caregivers treatment options for depression, and both possible benefits and burdens in relation to the specific context of the patient. Practical advice for both patient and caregivers (such as seeking distraction and pleasant activities, approaching the patient not only in the patient role) can also be important.

To our knowledge, this is the first study to explore how family physicians address depression in palliative care. We used a purposive sampling strategy to reach an optimal variety of opinions. The limited number of physicians may limit extrapolation of the results to all family physicians but is considered adequate for a first in-depth exploration. Although the study reflects the Dutch primary care context, we are confident that our findings are valuable more generally: first and foremost, the importance of palliative care, in or as close as possible to the patient’s own environment, is a value shared by family physicians from many countries. In delivering care, the physicians in this study referred to their professional and contextual knowledge, which is a core value of international primary care.

In focus group discussions, participants influence each other; therefore, contrasting opinions and results may be silenced. In this study, however, we found that all participants seemed to share their views openly, and we obtained a variety of opinions. We included group discussions with participants who did not know each other and group discussions with established groups in which members might be more used to challenging each other’s views and opinions.

Although the moderator provided a broad working definition of a palliative care patient, almost all participants seemed to confine the discussion to patients with cancer. In future research, we recommend explicitly including in the discussion palliative care patients who do not have cancer. Family physicians might have a different approach to depression in this population.

Two of the researchers who analyzed the data (F.W. and E.v.R.) are family physicians and familiar with the practice of family medicine, and therefore are more likely to interpret the data in the appropriate context.

Finally, the opinions and experiences that the family physicians expressed and described do not provide data about the physicians’ actual behavior and the effects on patient outcomes.

In conclusion, family physicians play a pivotal role in providing patient-centered and context-specific mental health care for palliative care patients. On the basis of the findings of this study, we suggest that family physicians acknowledge the importance of the diagnosis and management of depression in palliative care and monitor patients’ psychological well-being over time. We recommend improving family physicians’ education by building on the elements that our study participants presented in diagnosing depression and distinguishing it from normal sadness: strengthening continuity of care and relationship building with patients and their families, throughout the palliative trajectory, and explicitly addressing sadness as part of the normal process of coming to terms with the prospect of the end of life. Guidelines, criteria, and patient-friendly psychometric tools will provide valuable support only when applicable in the context of such a person-centered approach.

In this way, family physicians can be supported to further improve their approach to the complex situation of palliative care patients facing challenges in nearly all domains (physical, psychological, spiritual, and social). This approach acknowledges the importance and use of cumulative and contextual knowledge, which is a core quality of family practice.

Finally, more research is needed to evaluate the actual diagnostic and therapeutic processes that family physicians use in managing depression in palliative care and the effects on their patients.

To read or post commentaries in response to this article, see it online at http://www.annfammed.org/content/10/4/330.
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